IRINA BEREZOVIK ACCEPTED TO THE EAST ASIA & PACIFIC SUMMER INSTITUTES (EAPSI) PROGRAM

March 24, 2015

Irina Berezovik, Teaching Assistant of Mathematics in the Mathematical Sciences Department of the School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics was accepted in NFS's EAPSI China program. This is a national competition with 80 finalists in all science areas.

A brief description of the award from the East Asia & Pacific Summer Institutes (EAPSI) Program website states:

"NSF and selected foreign counterpart science and technology agencies sponsor international research institutes for U.S. graduate students in seven East Asia and Pacific locations at times set by the counterpart agencies between June and August each year. The Summer Institutes (EAPSI) operate similarly and the research visits to a particular location take place at the same time. Although applicants apply individually to participate in a Summer Institute, awardees become part of the cohort for each location. Applicants must propose a location, host scientist, and research project that is appropriate for the host site and duration of the international visit."

“Dear EAPSI 2015 China Fellows:

I am delighted to inform you that your participation in the EAPSI program has been accepted by the Ministry of Science and Technology of China.

Congratulations!!!

Sincerely,

Elena

Elena Hillenburg
Program Specialist
National Science Foundation”

For more information, please visit the EAPSI website. http://www.nsf.gov/eapsi